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ABSTRACT 

The study reported in this paper is 
concentrated on the estimation of the heat 
transfer from air to ice due to convection. 
Together with measurements of temperature 
and moisture profiles, air movements have 
been visualised in a small-scale model of a 
planned indoor ice rink. Some field tests 
concerning moisture content and temperature 
also have been realized in two different ice 
rinks. 

The study indicates that a low emissivity 
layer in the ceiling decreases the risk for 
ceiling condensation, decreases the heat 
radiation on the ice and decreases the driving 
force for air mixing. The convective heat 
exchange coefficient was estimated to 1.0 
W/m2·°C by measuring the frosting rate on 
the ice. The warm, humid and contaminated 
air from the gallery streams next to the 
ceiling and mixes with the air over the rink. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ice skating rinks are common in many 
European and North American countries. 
Sometimes serious problems occur in these 
buildings. High energy usage and operating 
costs, high humidity leading to unsatisfactory 
ice conditions as well as decay of materials 
and poor comfort for the spectators are 
common examples. Blades ( 1992) has 
presented recommendations for promotion of 
more energy efficient, cost effective and 
improved ice skating rinks. A common 
strategy for solving the condensation 
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problems is to apply a coating of low 
emissivity in the ceiling which has been 
proved useful by computer modelling by 
Korsgaard and Forowicz (1986). In order to 
decrease the energy use the heat transfer from 
air to ice must be lowered. Hayashi and Aoki 
(1977) examined the frost layer structure 
appearing under different conditions and state 
that frost formation should be treated as a 
simultaneous heat and mass transfer problem. 
The total heat transfer from air to ice consists 
of radiation, convection and sublimation 
(BackstrCim 1946). When calculating 
moisture balance in an ice rink the convective 
heat transfer coefficient can be set to 1 
W/m2·°C according to Glas (1984). In an 
earlier report Glas (1966) calculated a 
theoretical value for an ice rink, 80 meters 
long with a temperature difference of 10 
degrees to be 0.27 W/m2•0C. 

The study reported in this paper is 
concentrated on the estimation of the heat 
transfer due to convection and sublimation. 
Measurements of temperature and moisture 
profiles in a small-scale model of a planned 
indoor ice rink are presented together with 
smoke visualisation of air movements. Field 
measurements of moisture content and 
temperature profiles in two ice rinks are also 
reported. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

PROCEDURE 

SET-UP AND 

The small-scale model (see fig. 1) was 
built in the scale 1 : 100 with the dimensions 
l.2*0.9*0.23 m3 (L *W"'H). The bottom is a 
concrete slab equiped with cooling pipes in 
which an ethyleneglycol-water solution is 
circulated. The walls and ceiling are made of 
wooden boards that are insulated against heat. 



On the sides of the concrete slab are water 
tanks from which water eyaporates in .order to 
simulate the moisture contribution :from the 
spectators. The water, temperature can be 
adjusted with an in�ersion beater. One of 
the gabl.es are made of plexiglas which 
together with lighting in the cening of the 
model ll,lakes it possible to follqw the tests by 

, sight. �ust above the rink three wires are 
mounted. On each wire six round. pieces of 
aluminium foil are fixed. The wires are 

frosting rate is known, the convective heat 
transfer coefficient can be estim�ted fr.om 

where 

,Mf - frosting rate (kg/s) 
a convective heat transfer 

coefficient (W/m2•0C) 

I' 

Figure 1 Outline diagram over the small-scale model. 

attached to a rotating handle on an electric 
engine which makes the aluminium pieces 
move with an average speed of 0.56 mis. The 
device is meant for sirn,ulating skating 
movements. The inside of the ceiling ru1d the 
walls have been painted with· to'w permeable · 

paint in order to decrease the moisture 
transport between the model and the 
surroundings. Tests have also been made with 
a layer of aluminium foil in the ceiling. In the 
model the temperatures have been measured 
with 21 ·copper-constantan thermocouples at 
some fixed points. The moisture content has 
been measured, at different levels, with a 
hygrometer through a premade hole in the 
roof. In the field tests a combined hygrometer 
and thermometer has been used for the 
measurements. To measure the frosting rate 
in the model a plastic foil with a defined area 
has been applied to • the ice surface. The 
amount of fro�t on the plastic foil h�; be�n. 
weighed after finishing a test. When the .. . " ·� ,,, 

. ' ' f. -�: �. 

.j ' '  t :r') 
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Al plastic foil area (m2) 

Xair moisture content in the air 
volume next to the ceiling 

'· · (kg moisture/kg dry air) 
x;111face = moisti.ire content next to the ice 

(kg moisture/kg dry air) 
I 

c pa = specific heat of dry air (kJ/kg·°C) 

The air movements have been visualised 
by smoke injected under the gallery 

The model has not been constructed with 
the intention to to fulfil ali the rules of small
scale modelling. The aim. has rather been to 
do a qualitative analysis of the air movements 
and to see the relative influence of the air 
movements on the heat transfer. 

TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE 

PROFILES 

Close to the ice, that is from the surface up 
to approximately 2 ri1eters· a dve tlie srirface, 
a : stable i cold' i . "• mi" r i layer was 



established 'in fue real ' ice. rinks sfudied. In 
this Tayer'h'at'dly n6 air riloven1erits occur. In 
the model the corresponding value was about 
30 millimeters. In. ari\ ice 'rink the air . . ' '· 
temperature will increase·-all the ·way up to 
the ceiling and if thc:fsi.uface of the ceiling has 
a low emissivity layer, the ceiling will be 
warmer than the air (fig. 2). However if''tbe 
ceiling has high einissivitY ·t11e temperature 
will be lower on . the surface: than in the air 
just below the ceil'ing:(ftg:·13). The difference 
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in surface temperature is caused by 
·· differencies ·m heat transfer due to radiation. 

A higher ceiliilg eritissivity causes a larger 
heat transfer from · the ceiling to the ice. 
Temperafuie • "pfo'files ·. from field 

• measurements have a similar appearance as 
' the profiles ·from ttie m'odel. 'In figure 4 
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Figure 4. Temperature profiles up to 2.5 meters above the ice surface in two ice rinks . 

. ; Concerning the moisture profiles they 
clearly show that the moisture transportation 
goes downwards. On the ice; moistlire will 
beco e frost and the air will be dried. In 
ngure 5 moi ur p · ril-:.. "Tom · 1e ·am ice 

rink£ -;i.. • m:!ie 'eJ. Ml'htnre 

measured (fig. 6). However it seemed like a 
difficul �task .tO Jlieasnre the.tmoisture content 

, next to tthe; ice. !Therefo:re; a ,th¢oretical value 
·ofi the moisture content ne�, tQ,�-;th@ ice was 

')ccalculatcd based on the assumpti(>q1 that the 
·11;watervapour,concentration :was,saturated. 

r, files i the smFll-m.:al de1 w ere also \ .· . . . 

Figure 5 
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AIR MOVEMENTS'fN':THE MODEIJ;. 
The' :air 1.bat :is, hwnitlified, contaminated 1' 

and warnied;by the spe·ctators 1rises up·from 
the gallery' and streams close• to l'1c ceiling 
where ·some turbulence occur because of 
friction. If the ceiling is colder than the air 
next to it, the airstream will be cooled and 
will soon fall down into the volume and mix 
with the rest of the air. If the ceiling is 
warmer than the air next to it, the airstream 
will be mixed with the rest of the air only Figure 7 
because of friction and not because of 
differences in density. Next to the ice the air 
will not stir because there are no driving 
forces. The heavy cold air next to the ice lies 
like water in a bowl. In the figures 7-9 the 
movements of the air in the model are 
visualised through smoke injections. In figure 
10 a curtain has been applied inithe ceiling at 

• 

• 

5 6 

.� 

Air rise up from the gallery 

the front edge of the gallery in. the model in. , .ilifflli!���� 
order to stop the humid air to reach the 
volume over the ice. Behind' the curtai1f' 
exhausting grills could be mounted. Figure 8· 
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Air streams next to the ceiling 
and due to friction some 
turbulence occur. 



Figure 9 · The air from•the gallery is rnixed 
with the air over the 'rink 

Example of a possible device for 
·preventing the humid air from the 
gallery to read"6 'ihe)i�e. In tliis 
case 'a plexiglas's c�in have. 
been placed over the gallery. 

., . 

CONVECTIVE IlEAT'TRANSFER 

COEFFICIENT '' 

If the air above the ice is completely still 
the heat transfer between air·· and ice only 

I I -� '. ; 
' . 

Table I Results :frofu the modehrlea8mements 

cpnsists of conduction. and .tjie heat transfer 
coefficient can be calculatediby . 

A. 
a=-. ·d 

(2) 

where 
,i. � 

d 
conductivity for the air (W/m•°C) 
thickness of the stable layer (m) 

In the model the layer thicknes1) was 
approximately 0.030 m and the conductivity 

•for air (0°C) is 0.0245 .  (W/m·°C) which 

means that a because of conduction; is about 
0.8 {W/rn2•0C). -

In, table 1 meastired .frosting rates and 
moisture diffefencies cire· shown together with 
convective heat transfer coefficients 
calculated by equation (1). 

· 

Under the round 1pieces of aluminium foil 
·· that were used for inducing air movements an 
· incre�ed amount of frost could be discovered 
· wh�ii the simulatois · of skaters we�· used. 
·• The exii:a ,�ost �c�omplls��d �y air 

i;nove!melitsr s�emed. to .have less density than 
. the frost aCCOm,P,lished by . the . moisture 
transport due to diffusion (fig.· 1 1  ). 

. Comparing_'the ,he�t transfer c9efficients 
from the me�surements with arid without 
simulating skaters, the heat transfer 
'coeffic' ents during s imulations were 

· approxlmately 10% higher.' 
I 

l'. 

I 
Test Moisture Frosting on the Simulation �f Time of testirlg . Convective h!;at 

difference area 0.04ml movements 
(g/kg) •, .. (kg/s) .. 

I ' '  ·1.8 l.M·l0·1 No• 
2 3.3 , .. 0.91H0·1 , No 
3 �.s ' . .  t.08:W' No 
4 ·2.4 

. 
l.lS·10·1 Yes 

s 3.0 L29·I0·1 Yes 
6 2.7. ,., l 1.01·10"' Yes 
7 �.o .. t.i6·J0·7 ' lntenupted 

' 

lQOr 

(min.) 

1120 
1090 •I 

" 4275 ;.,·.:;·: 
(' 450 

375 
1260 
1380 

Mean value: 
stkidard deviation:1 

\ 1 

transfer coeff. 
(W/m:..•c) 

1.48 
. I 0.76 

.'.:1 0.79 I 

1r i 1.23 . . 
1.10 
0.96 
0.81 

r...,..11�-" , ,: -� 

0.25 



·However the measured values were few and 
more measure1nents are required to verify the 
results. 

. , 

Figure 11 LocaHy increased frosting due to 
forced convection . 

DISCUSSION . 

Cle�ly a low emissivit)r layer at the 
. ceiling is useful. It wi.ll not only rise, the 

·. temperature of the ceiling in order to decrease 
' the risk for condensation but also decrease the 

heat r�diation to the ice and therefore . �ave 
! energy. Furthermore the driving force for air . ' . ' mixing will decrease which means that the 
. convective beat load to the ice will be 
. smaller. Since the ajr mixing decreases the 
, transportBtion of moistwe y.rill go slower 

which means less frosting on'the ice. • 

·.. The estimation of the convective . heat 
··transfer coefficient is based on only a fow 

values. Nevertheless it is'1nteresting to notice 
that the air movements caused by the 
simulation of skaters seem to have a small 
influence on the calculated value of the heat 
transfer . coefficient. The values are scattered 
probably 4ue t9 measurm.g errors. It would 
have be .. n interesting to do more tests also 
including different speeds of the movementi. 
Even if the "local" -frosting was to small 'to 
detect it is obvious that the l�eat tr�fer du)!, 
to convec'tion increased when there w�re 
movements over the ice. 

It seems� both from observations at field 
tests and small-scale modelling tests, that the 
movement;; of the sk�iers do not have much 
influence on the stable air layer next to the 
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ice. Even if ·re are air movements the 
tc. perntnre profile do not need to fluctuate, 
OL< the contrary it seems to be quite stable in 

· icerink,�1. 
W1 er.1 cfosi.1.nung the vt:rit�ia.iinn f.y.3tem of 

fil.l ic:erl i cli'1t�� strntf;gy could be· to d\•;ide the 
haii int · two di. f'fer�nt z( .o.es. One zone 
around the gallery wbc.n� humid and 
contnmimrt d air could be evacuat"�d quite 
near the spectator.; Tt; put sm:uf: sort of 
curtains in the ceHing at the front edge of the 
gallery would hinder the ak to stream out 
over the rink. A curtain like that must be 
combined v1j1l1 ·;.c a\xst g�dHs b; ' <l the 
shieid .. Another way cf reachL'l. that two
zoli .. � · strategy · would be to tum tbe roof 
co<1siP.tction psicle down in order to get the 
air ,,vacuated fm::.1 t· 1;c.-�:m.·l� 1wer the 
gallery. 

S�!MMARY 
The study was made as a pilot study for a 

pl::umed k(��tink. Through measurements of 
the temperature, m.oisture content and 
frosting ra�li, in a modd, both with and 
without si!tlutat�d , skating movements, the 
convective heat transfer coefficient has been 
estimated. the air. movement'> have been 
visualised through smoke injections in the 
model. 

The study., tndicates that a low emissivity 
layer in the' ceiling is good. The convective 
heat transfer coefficient was estimated to 1.0 
W/m2-°C and movements from skaters 
seemed to have little influence on the heat 

. transfer. One way of :so�.ving the ventilation 
· problem js to design a twp�zone system. 
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